Abstract: hh-spaces, i.e., complex spacetimes, of Petrov type N×N are determined by a trio of pde's for two functions, λ and a, of three independent variables (and also two gauge functions, chosen to be two of the independent variables if one prefers).
of v and x, choosing {x, y, u} as independent variables, and treating v = v(x, y, u) and F ≡ v x λ[v(x, y, u), y, u] as dependent variables.) These three equations are most easily presented using a mixed (non-holonomic) basis for the derivatives in these three variables:
where ∂ 2 is the derivative with respect to y in the {v, y, u} coordinate system while ∂ 3 is the derivative with respect to u in the {x, y, u} coordinate system, i.e., v 2 = 0 and x 3 = 0. This then implies the commutators
where the function a ≡ v 3 determines the twist of the metric, it being proportional to a 2 = v 32 ∝ x 23 , which we insist remain nonzero.
The constraining pde's then have the following form in terms of λ and a:
where two gauge functions, ∆ and γ, have also been introduced that determine the left-and right-curvatures:
These functions do simply describe some gauge freedom in the defining equations, since they may be chosen arbitrarily, modulo the constraints above, as explained in more detail below.
These constraints are sufficient to completely satisfy Einstein's equations. However, for them to be in involution, we must also differentiate them, and solve, to determine either As (the only known) explicit example, Hauser's solution
with 16(1 + t 2 )f ′′ + 3f = 0 , f a hypergeometric function.
In these coordinates its Killing vector is K = ∂ u − ∂ y , and its homothetic vector is given by
Returning to our general form, we also choose a null tetrad, and specify the associated non-zero components of the curvature:
where
and
so that the curvature is indeed of type N ⊗ N .
The forms of these constraining pde's are unchanged under any one of the following coordinate transformations. IV. Replace {v, y, u} by {v, y, u}, with u = U (u) arbitrary but invertible, and x, ∆ scalars, while λ [or F ] scales as λ = U u λ, and also a = a/U u , and γ = γ + { U u } uu .
We refer to γ = γ(u, v) and ∆ = ∆(x, y) as gauge functions since transformations I and II would allow them to be replaced by v and x, respectively. However, we save that freedom for now.
Killing's Equations
We reduce the generality of the pde's by insisting that the metric allow some symmetries.
An arbitrary homothetic vector, V , constrains the metric and curvature as follows:
When put together with the pde's for the metric functions, Eqs. (3), via GRTensor and Maple, these constraints require any prospective homothetic vector to be determined by only two functions, K = K(u) and B = B(v, u):
along with various constraints on λ, a, ∆, and γ, relative to K and B. We may however use our coordinate freedom(s) to simplify those equations further:
Therefore, when K = 0, we may always choose coordinates so that B = 0 and K is a constant, say +1, and then ask for the constraints on {λ, a, ∆, γ} that are implied by this.
When one Homothetic Vector is Permitted
With K = +1, B = 0, Killing's equations require that 
One Homothetic Vector plus the Killing Vector
We now indeed insist that our metric allows one true Killing vector, in the form described above for the metric quantities, with χ 0 = 0. 7 In addition we also ask for a second (homothetic)
symmetry, H, which will have the form shown in Eqs. (8) with its own K, B, and χ 0 not necessarily zero. Its existence is additionally constrained by the fact that the commutator of two homothetic vectors must be a Killing vector:
Since we have used some gauge freedom to simplify our Killing vector, much less freedom remains. Nonetheless, while maintaining the simple form of our (first) Killing vector, that freedom is still sufficient to allow us to set
where the constant 2 is simply a convenient choice.
Killing's equations are then completely satisfied by the following "scaling" equations for each dependent variable and the concommitant ones for their derivatives:
Since a and λ already depend only on v and s ≡ y + u, these constraints reduce them in terms of functions of only one variable:
while the gauge functions are almost completely determined:
Of course the original constraint equations must still be resolved. They are now 3 ode's for the two functions, L and A. To display them, we take a new form for the similarity variable,
The first two equations present very nicely, in a simple, factorized form:
The third one, while still linear in L, is somewhat more complicated, and not immediately factorizable:
Z ≡ dW dr + W + 1, and η 0 ≡ 2χ 0 2 − 6χ 0 + 1 . 
where µ and ν are fairly complicated polynomials in (W W r ) r , W r , W , and constants; and b.) the equation above, Eq. (17b), with W and G, which is second order and linear for L, but which could also be seen as a Riccati equation for H.
